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Beginner Zulu Video Series (8 parts)
Many of the interactions that we experience as we go through our day are predictable,
repetitive and of a short duration. These simple encounters provide us with an opportunity
to speak isiZulu in manageable doses on a regular basis. ZuluMites has selected eight typical
daily encounters and designed a course that equips the participants to engage with isiZulu
speakers from the first session.
This is a great foundation or refresher course for beginners - covering basic grammar
structures that will be helpful in your ongoing study of the language - and is an essential
course for any parent responsible for their own child’s Zulu learning.
The course is delivered online via a restricted login to our MEMBERS only page, which will
include personalised login details and 3-months access to this exclusive video content. Each
video lesson also includes downloadable notes and extension activities for ongoing practice.
The series will cover the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Sawubona (Hello) - Basic greetings and sentence construction
Ngubani? (Who are you?) - Personal introductions and introducing possession
Uyaphi? (Where are you going?) – Closer look at question word “where?”
Ngicela (Please) – Asking for things, and the conjunction ‘and’
Khuluma (Speak) – Discussing your Zulu ability using ‘little’ and ‘a lot’, and negatives
Ukhona (He is here) – Asking where someone is or takes place; and place indicators
ukuPheka (To cook) – The infinitive “to” in a sentence
Kodwa (But) – How to use basic conjuctions ‘but’, ‘because’, ‘for’ and ‘also’

Cost: R600 per person, paid upfront for the full 8 weeks.
View the first lesson free here.
About the Presenter
Kyle Bailey is a linguist with several languages to his credit (English,
Shona, Zulu, Indonesian, French, Mandarin, Spanish, Malay and
French). Through his extensive personal research, he has developed a
way of learning language that is effective and unique. He is the cofounder of ZuluMites which aims to make isiZulu learning and teaching
more effective and fun for young children. Kyle travels the continent
and facilitates strategic partnerships predominantly in the insurance
sector. You can check out his phenomenal language ability here.

